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Between September 25 and September 27, the Texas Cichlid Association hosted the 63 Annual Convention 

of the Federation of Texas Aquarium Societies (FOTAS) in Dallas, Texas.  Although SELAS is based out of 

Louisiana, we are a member of FOTAS, and one day I hope that SELAS will be able to host a FOTAS 

convention.  This will of course take money and a lot of hard work.  We are a few years away from doing 

this though. 

I bring this up here because, with mixed emotions, we are going to at least temporarily, say goodbye to 

the SELAS Sentinel.  The truth is we are just not getting enough new content to keep the publication 

going.  Sure, we could keep it going with rehashed content, but that would not really be a good, and 

high quality representation of the club that we have become.  As a club, we are not unique in this 

situation. 

It was decided at FOTAS 63, that all of the clubs represented in FOTAS would come together to 

publish one publication: FOTAS Fish Tails.  Gerald Griffin, of the Oklahoma Aquarium Association, 

currently puts together Fish Tales, but there will now be a new (and renewed) effort to get new 

articles for this publication.  This will be done by having monetary awards for articles!!! That’s 

right, writing an article can get you money! 

The current categories are up in the air right now, but they will tentatively be: 

 Article of the Year 

 Best Fish Article 

 Best Plant Article 

 Best Club Piece / FOTAS Activity 

 Best Photograph 

In addition, there will also be an award that will go to the FOTAS member club that 

submits the most articles. 

It also looks like FOTAS Fish Tales will be incorporating the idea of the “LFS Spotlight” 

from the SELAS Sentinel.  If you are interested in being a part of the group that puts 

FOTAS Fish Tales together, let me know. 

Also at FOTAS 63 (or slightly afterward), talk turned to the 

clubs’ various Breeder’s Award Programs (BAP).  At 

the current time, it looks like there will be a 

FOTAS BAP.  The details are still being worked out, 

but it looks like it will be a little bit stricter than what 

we currently use.  In order to get credit for a BAP, you 

will either have to write a brief article on what you did, for use 

in FOTAS Fish Tales, or you will have to donate several of your fry to your 
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local club to be sold at auction.  That being said, that does not mean the end of the SELAS BAP.  SELAS members can 

continue to get SELAS BAP points by just writing a summary on the main SELAS website.   If you are interested in being a 

part of the group that puts the FOTAS BAP together, let me know. 

On to the content of the SELAS Sentinel.  This issue features an article by Mike Tuccinardi about the reintroduction of 

Hoplarchus psittacum to the Aquarium of the Americas following Hurricane Katrina.  I give an update on the happenings 

at FOTAS 63, and James Decker puts 50 Fathoms in the Spotlight.  We also borrow an article from the Oklahoma 

Aquarium Association about the status of Betta sp. Mahachai. 

On the note of borrowing 

articles, as part of SELAS’ 

mission to promote 

education in the proper 

care and maintenance of 

aquariums and their 

inhabitants, SELAS has 

set up a website called 

AquariumArticles.org.  

Although not fully 

functional yet, the 

website allows aquarium 

clubs from across the 

world to easily share 

articles for use in their 

own club publications.  

The website is searchable 

and actually allows for 

registered users to 

upload their own articles 

for sharing.  I encourage 

all of you to check it out. 

With that, I hope that you enjoy the final issue of the SELAS Sentinel.  It has been difficult, but fun, to put together.   I 

really hope that we can get some additional participation from SELAS with FOTAS Fish Tales. 

Happy fish keeping, 

 

William “Clay” Trachtman 
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Reprinted with permission of 
AMAZONAS Magazine and the author. 
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ecently, as the US marked the tenth 
anniversary of the devastation and tragedy 
wrought by Hurricane Katrina, the Aquarium of 

the Americas in New Orleans received a group of rare 
former residents. The fish—a group of Hoplarchus 
psittacum, or “true” parrot cichlids—which once graced 
the Amazon exhibit at Aquarium of the Americas, are 
direct descendants of fish bred there decades earlier. 

This aquatic homecoming was brought about by a 
collaboration with the New England Aquarium in 
Boston, which has successfully bred generations of 
these beautiful and sought-after cichlids in their own 
flooded forest exhibit. The true parrot cichlid is a large 
but relatively peaceful inhabitant of blackwater rivers in 
the Amazon basin, where it can be found living 

sympatrically with discus, 
severum, Uaru, and eartheaters. 
The fish gets its common name 
from the local Portuguese 
moniker, “acara papagaio”, due 
to the vibrant green hues and 
deep red eyes of adults. 
Although not common 
throughout its range, the fish is 
somewhat abundant in the 
middle Rio Negro. 

Scott Dowd, senior aquarist at 
New England Aquarium, recalls 
the origins of their parrots: 

“I’m guessing it was about 20 
years ago when Ian Hiler from 
Aquarium of the Americas sent 
us a dozen or so Rio Negro 

parrot cichlids. This is a species that I had seen 
frequently in the wild but until recently, were not 
legally allowed for export from Brazil, making them very 
rare in captivity in the US. This species has done quite 
well at NEAq and can almost always be seen tending fry 
in out flooded forest exhibit.” R 

Adult Parrot Cichlid (H. psittacum) on display at New England Aquarium. Juveniles bred 
on exhibit were recently returned to Aquarium of the Americas in New Orleans, 10 years 

after their stock was wiped out by Hurricane Katrina. 

Juvenile H. psittacum in a home aquarium. The “true” parrot 
cichlid remains quite rare in public and private collections. 
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Aquarium of the Americas, 
although not damaged in the 
initial bout of winds and 
flooding from Katrina in 2005, 
lost power in the storm’s 
aftermath. The backup 
generators, not capable of 
powering the entire facility 
indefinitely, eventually failed 
after days without power. 
With aquarists and staff 
forced to evacuate, the 
aquarium sadly lost many of 
the fish and other aquatic life 
on display—including all of 
their H. psittacum. It was 
nearly 9 months before the 
facility was reopened to the 
public, and the facility has 
since undergone major 
renovations.  

Dowd and Andrew Murphy, another aquarist at New 
England, drove the fish from Boston to New Orleans to 
personally make the transfer, and on site to receive the 
fish and acclimate them into quarantine was Ian Hiler, 
who had originally sent some H. psittacum fry to New 
England decades earlier. The transfer went smoothly 
and the parrot cichlids, along with some Caquetaia 
spectabilis (another uncommon 
Amazonian cichlid) are thriving in 
their holding tanks. After a 
quarantine period they will be 
introduced to Aquarium of the 
Americas’ Amazon display, where 
they will greet over one million 
visitors annually. Ideally, New 
Orleans’ newest cichlid residents 
will soon begin spawning and 
producing fry, just as their recent 
ancestors had done in the same 
exhibit years ago. 

This transfer of fish is a prime 
example of the importance of 
cooperation between AZA 
institutions—ensuring not only 

that established bloodlines are preserved but also 
providing a bit of insurance against unforeseen and 
disastrous circumstances. It also provides a valuable 
reminder for home aquarists working with rare species 
to keep in mind: sometimes the best way to make sure 
a species remains in the hobby is a simple act of 
generosity.  

Exterior of Aquarium of the Americas in the aftermath of Katrina. Although not damaged in 
the storm itself, catastrophic power failures were responsible for the loss of many fish on 

display at the time. 

Recently acclimated fish, including H. psittacum and C. spectabilis, settle in to 
quarantine at Aquarium of the Americas 
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eptember 25 – 27, 2015 marked the 63rd annual 
Federation of Texas Aquarium Societies’ 
(FOTAS) Annual Convention. Hosted by the 
Texas Cichlid Association (TCA), the event was 

held at the Hilton Garden Inn in Irving, Texas.  For 
SELAS, this was a special FOTAS as it was the first time 
that SELAS was a member of FOTAS (note: there are 
other clubs in FOTAS that are not based in of Texas, not 
just SELAS). 

The festivities started Friday night with a silent auction 
as well as snacks.  It was more of a chance to socialize 
and talk to friends that you had not seen since last year.  
It was also a chance to see the fish that were being 
displayed for the show. 

The speakers started on Saturday.  First up was Gerald 
Griffin.  Gerald is the president of the International 
Betta Congress (IBC).  He spoke about the basics of 
betta husbandry, as well as going in to more specifics in 
terms of grading standards as well as breeding.  

Next up was Barbie Fiorentino.  This was the highlight of 
the show for me, as she talked about various L Number 
Plecostomus.  This also included the steps of how she 
has successfully bred several of them, such as 
Hypancistrus zebra and Peckoltia compta. 

Following lunch, Luiz Rulff spoke on killifish (note: I 
missed this so I can’t go into detail, the LSU vs. Syracuse 
game was closer than I expected). 

Barbie Fiorentino then spoke again, this time about fish 
nutrition.  This was an eye opener to me and gave me 
some ideas about what I plan to feed my fish from now 
on. 

While the speakers were doing the talks in one room, 
the fish in the other room were being judged.  There 
were two shows that were taking place.  First was a 
betta show sanctioned by the IBC and hosted by Lone 
Star Bettas.  The other show was an all species show.  
Each of the major clubs was the sponsor of a category.  
SELAS sponsored the New World Cichlid category. 

S 

Gerald Griffin talks about Bettas. 

Barbie Fiorentino talks about plecos. 
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Saturday night’s pizza party featured a “funny money” 
auction, the announcement of the award winners of the 
fish show, and 
two mystery 
auctions: the 
Braz Walker 
“mystery fish” 
auction and the 
Dr. Keith Arnold 
Fund auction.  
Two SELAS 
members had 
award winning 
fish: Jim 
Valenzuela took 1st place in the Old World Cichlid class 
with his Myaka myaka, narrowly beating out Charles 
Credure’s Neolamprologus leleupi which took took 2nd 
place. Jim also took 3rd place in the Catfish and 
Scavengers class with his Hemiancistrus aequifasciatus 
(See FOTAS, page 11). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FOTAS 63 Show Winners 
CLASS I – Old World Cichlids 

Sponsor: Dave’s Rare Aquarium Fish 
Rank Species Owner 

1. Myaka myaka Jim Valenzuela 
2. Neolamprologus leleupi Charles Credure 
3. Ophthalmotilipia ventralis David Andrews 

 
CLASS II – New World Cichlids 

Sponsor: Southeast Louisiana Aquarium Society 
Rank Species Owner 

1. Apistogramma agassizi Page Ulman 

2. Apistogramma cacatuoides 
“orange flash” Curtis Johnson 

3. Symphysodon aequifasciatus Michael Johnson 
 

Class III – Catfish and Scavengers 
Sponsor: Hill Country Cichlid Club 

Rank Species Owner 
1. Synodontis granulosus Greg Steeves 
2. Panaqolus albomaculatus Jolee Mienerji 
3. Hemiancistrus subviridis Jim Valenzuela 

 
Class IV – Live Bearers 

Sponsor: Houston Aquarium Society 
Rank Species Owner 

1. Xiphophorus alvarezi Kyle Osterholt 
2. Xenotoca eiseni Greg Steeves 
3. Poecilia reticula Page Ulman 

 
Class V – Others 

Sponsor: Oklahoma Aquarium Association 
Rank Species Owner 

1. Oryzias woworae Kyle Osterholt 
2. Etheostoma caeruleum Greg Steeves 
3. Cambarellus patzcuarensis Kyle Osterholt 
   

People’s Choice 
Sponsor: Dr. Keith and Beverly Arnold 

Rank Species Owner 
1. Vieja maculicauda Carla Johnson 

 
Best in Show 

Sponsor: Federation of Texas Aquarium Societies 
Rank Species Owner 

1. Synodontis granulosus Greg Steeves 

 Greg Steeves emcees the “Funny Money” Auction. 

This Synodontis granulosus 
belonging to Greg Steeves took Best 

in Show. 

Judges examine the bettas.  Photo courtesy Gerald Griffin. 
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This article first appeared in Volume 3, Number 1 of the 
OKwarium Times.  The official publication of the 

Oklahoma Aquarium Association. 

Introduction: The fact remains that the Mahachai 
Fighter Betta sp. Mahachai is in dire straits right now. Its 
primary problem is the fact that is lives in such a 
restricted area, a place where no other Betta species 
can live is slated for economical and industrial 
development and since the species is not officially 
described cannot be afforded any protection. As such 
then entire species is likely to become extinct before it 
officially becomes a species. 

The Species Debate: Is Mahachai a valid species? Some 
argue that the Mahachai fighter is a hybrid of splendens 
and other local wilds like imbellis, or a hybrid of wild 
splendens and domestic splendens. Despite these 
claims many feel that Mahachai is a valid species 
because no other wild bettas can live in such an 
inhospitable environment. Mahachai are found in a tidal 
area subjected to a daily influx of saltwater they exist in 
an area not habitable by the other members of the B 
splendens complex. The people native to the Mahachai 
area describe the “Mahachai fighter” as the “green 
plakad”, while wild splendens is described as the “red 
plakad” and they note that the two are never found 
together, the “green plakad” is found in brackish water 
and the “red plakad” is found in fresh water. In 
distribution Betta sp. Mahachai is totally surrounded by 
Betta splendens yet maintains its genetic identity. This 
does qualify it for species status. 

 

The Mahachai Situation: The Mahachai situation is easy 
enough to understand. Mahachai is thirty minutes from 
Bangkok and is the largest city in the area so it is a 
logical place for development. The area itself situated 
by the Gulf of Thailand and subjected to flooding by the 
Tha Chin River. The area is best described as a brackish 
water swamp. 

Now the Mahachai area is undergoing vast 
development, which will drive the local wild betta into 
extinction. The swamps where they once thrived are 
being filled in to build factories, salt fields, and shrimp 
farming. The once important flooding is now being 
controlled so that natural cycle is gone. The factories 
are polluting the waterways which changes the 
environment of the swamp. Also the “green fighter” has 
become quite popular and is being collected quite 
extensively from their natural environment. And in 
addition to those perils Nonn has also reported that two 
introduced species are also having an impact the 
common guppy Poecillia reticulata and the water fern 
of the Azolla sp. Since Nonn first reported on finding 
Betta sp. Mahachai in the wild the area in which he first 
found them has become overgrown with Azolla and he 
feels that this will contribute to their extinction due to 
the fact that the fish cannot reach the surface due to 
the thickness of the Azolla. 

Due to the efforts of Nonn Panitvong Betta sp. 
Mahachai have found its way into the skillful hands of 
Ralph Tran who has spawned them and has distributed 
this species to various breeders across the world. As 
Nonn states, “this fishes only existence may be in jars”, 
and unfortunately for this species it may very well be 
the case, extinct in the wild before described. At least 
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the species will survive in captivity, many betta 
breeders will see to that. 

Mahachai in Captivity: Keeping the “green plakad” 
(Betta sp. Mahachai) in captivity is not hard. In their 
natural environment they come from waters where the 
pH is 7.8 and hard, with salt. These are tough little 
fighting fish which will thrive in a number of 
environments. Most of the United States has water that 
is very suited for their needs. Most localities could use 
dechlorinated tap water with the addition of one half 
teaspoon of salt per gallon. 

Housing: Pairs would be best kept in 10 gallon 
aquariums, larger aquariums could house more pairs. In 
a nice roomy environment that is well planted with 
some hiding spots such as clay flowerpots or other 
types of caves the pairs will color up nicely.  Females 
can be just as colorful as the males. When spawning it is 
best to separate individual pairs and spawn them in 
much the same manor as splendens except that 
separating the female is not necessary. They are best 
kept at 78 to 80 degrees F. Turning the temperature up 
a couple of degrees also encourages spawning. 

Spawning: This is a bubblenester of the splendens 
complex, so spawning will be in the same manor with 
the exception that for a wild bubblenester the nest is 
compact. In my experience the male will place the eggs 
just outside of the “spawning area” in a temporary nest 
until complete, then he will drive off the female and 
move the eggs back into the “spawning area” nest. The 
female does develop the same vertical bars before 
spawning but during spawning will color up much the 
same way the male does. The female approaches in the 
head down position the same as splendens and 
embraces are the same. I have noted that the females 
clamp their pelvic fins so most of the eggs do not drop 
so the male can pick them from her clamped pelvic fins. 
Hatching time is the same as splendens and the fry are 
free swimming in 4 to 5 days. The young can be fed 
baby brine shrimp and grow quickly. 

Conclusion: This is one of the most beautiful wild bettas 
in captivity in my opinion. This species is in a very bad 
place to be and its extinction seems inevitable. Between 
pollution, introduced species, habitat destruction and 
harvesting for the pet trade and the fact it is still 
undescribed so it has not protection, this species has 
little hope. It does appear that Nonn’s prediction may 
very well be correct. 
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here are many choices when choosing a 
pet shop in the Greater New Orleans 
metropolitan area, but one of my 
favorites is 50 Fathoms.  Located in 

Metairie at 5237 Veterans Memorial Boulevard 
right off Transcontinental, 50 Fathoms is 
centrally located in the Rouse’s Supermarket 
center, which provides plenty of parking and 
handicap access.   This location is a plus for us, 
because it allows us to get our grocery shopping 
done and shop for our pets, all in the same place.  
The reasons we shop at 50 Fathoms are their 
extensive product lines, great selection of 
livestock and their knowledgeable and friendly staff. 

50 Fathoms carries a wide variety of pet products for all 
your fishkeeping needs.  They have a great selection of 
dried and frozen foods by trusted name brands like 
Hikari, New Life spectrum, Tetra and Cobalt.  If you’re in 
the market for a new aquarium, 50 Fathoms has wide 
variety of Aqueon aquariums of all shapes and sizes to 
fit your budget.  If you’re looking for a large or custom 

tank, special orders can also be to your specifications.  
The shop carries a wide variety of water conditioners 
and medications like Prime, Amquel, Pond Perfect and 
API.  50 Fathoms also has one of the best selections of 
aquarium equipment in Southeast Louisiana, which 
include AquaClear HOBs, Fluval and Cascade canister 
filters and 
several 
brands and 
types of 
heaters and 
test kits to 
keep your 
water clean 
and provide 
optimal health for your fish.  Another plus which makes 
50 Fathoms stand out on the LFS scene is their vast 
selection of replacement filter parts, which you won’t 
see at many other shops.  Also if you cannot afford a 
new tank or setup they always have a great selection of 
used tanks and equipment on hand. 

T 
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50 Fathoms is probably best known for it’s great 
livestock.  The shop has everything for the beginning to 
advanced freshwater aquarist ranging from small 
tropical community fish to a wide variety of goldfish, 
but it’s best known for it’s impressive cichlid selection.  
If you’re into African Rift Lake species, this is definitely 
the place for you.  When we visited the shop last, 50 
fathoms had a vast supply of Malawan species on hand 
featuring different varieties of peacocks, Haplochromis 
and a pretty extensive selection of Mbunas.    Their Lake 
Tanganikan selection is impressive as well. We saw rare 
gems like Neolamprologus sexfasciatus, 
Altolamprologus calvus and even Lepidolamprologus on 
our last visit.  50 Fathoms also carries South and Central 
American cichlids including convicts, Jack Dempseys, 
firemouths and Oscars, but one of my favorite things 
about this shop is it also carries rare New World cichlids 
like Mesoheros festae,  Vieja melanurus, V. argentea 
and V. breidorhi.  The shop also always has plenty 
hybrid favorites on hand like Parrot fish and 
Flowerhorns, including beauties like Thai Silks to Red 
Dragons.  Great oddball species are also readily 
available like Arowannas, Lungfish and Polypterus, but 
50 Fathoms is best known for its collection of catfish, 
especially rare Synodontis and plecos.  Another plus 
about shopping at 50 Fathoms is their ability to special 
order rare species.  I cannot thank them enough for all 
the rare beauties they have gotten me over the years 
that you will never see at any other LFS.   

Whether you are new to the hobby or been in it for 
years, 50 Fathoms’ knowledgeable and friendly staff are 
always available to answer all your questions to the best 
of their ability.  If you have concerns about your water 
quality, you can always bring them in a sample and they 
will test it for you.  The staff cannot only help you 
choose your 
products and 
equipment, but 
also help you with 
fish compatibility 
when stocking 
your aquarium.  I 
can’t tell how 
many times I’ve 
called shop 
manager Mike 
Clesi in a panic 
over a sick or injured fish in the last few years, but he’s 
always made himself available to answer my questions 
and provide proper treatments and medications.  This is 
also one of the reasons we choose to spend our money 
at local fish shops rather than the big chains stores.  I’ve 

also stopped in 
to 50 Fathoms 
on the way to 
our SELAS 
Socials and the 
staff helped me 
bag my fish for 
auction with 

oxygen and sent me out the door with free products for 
our giveaways as well. 
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In conclusion, I have to say the 50 Fathoms is probably 
one of my all-time favorite pet shops and I’ve been in 
the hobby for over 25 years.  When I moved home from 
Florida after Hurricane Katrina, I was blown away by the 
selection of cichlids on hand that previously I had only 
seen in books or the Internet.  Over the years, the 
knowledgeable and friendly staff have not only helped 
me out and my fish on numerous occasions, but I now 
consider many of the employees and the owner Dane 
Moisant to be good friends.  Manager Mike Clesi even 
tagged along with the SELAS crew a couple years ago 
when we went to the American Cichlid Association 
Convention in Louisville Kentucky.  I highly recommend 
50 Fathom for all your freshwater aquatic needs and 
don’t forget they also carry small animals and pets with 
one of the largest reptile selections in the state of 
Louisiana.   So if you’re in the market for quality fish and 
supplies, head on down to 50 Fathoms, located at 5237 
Veterans Boulevard in Metairie and if you need 
directions or have any questions give the shop a call at 
504-888-2626.  You can even print this article and bring 
it in for 10% off your next purchase, some restrictions 
may apply. 

FOTAS: Sunday 
featured a very large 
auction of all kinds 
of fish related items. 
I believe that this 
was the largest 
auction that I have 
been too, lasting 
about 8 hours if I 
remember correctly. 

I think I speak for all attendees in giving a big “thank 
you” to TCA for hosting FOTAS 63.

 

Breeder’s Award Program 

The Breeders Award Program (BAP) is set up to 
encourage the proliferation of aquatic animals (fish and 
invertebrates). It is intended to recognize achievement 
in the breeding and rearing of aquatic animals by SELAS 
members. 

Most species of fish are assigned points based on 
difficulty of spawning.  Points are added together and 
tabulations are calculated.  

This quarter, Charles Credeur really blew the 
competition away with a whopping 40 points!  We also 
had a new competitor with the addition of Mauro 
Porto.  Mauro had a successful spawning of Betta 
Imbellis. 

Keep in mind that although FOTAS will be starting a BAP 
that will require either an article to be written or the 
donation of fry to a club auction, SELAS will continue 
with the SELAS BAP with easier standards.  Hopefully we 
can get more people competing.  
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